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What the Swallows Know 

You can love a thing you’re bad at is something I repeat 
to myself as I watch the current find 
its way around rocks. Even if that thing is love. 
Under the bridge, swallows swoop in semi-circle, dive
into adobe dwellings clustered around concrete trestles. 

What parts of me did you carry back with you? 
What birds have made a nest of my hair?  We are all 

holding pieces of each other like broken bottles 
in mosaic, sharp and necessary. The swallows know
how to survive on what they need. Me—I always get stuck 
on a boulder just under the surface, rock my way back 
into the stream. If I knew how to avoid it, 
I would, but there’s no other way through. 
Love— I never want to hurt a living thing, including you.
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I
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All Around Me, the World is in Bloom

All week, a goose 
has been nesting
on the riverbank. I watch 
her body
stretch wide over leaves: 
tufts of white down
scattered around her
like petals. 

She stands—
reveals her perfect
white eggs. 

* 

One morning, I woke up
to five missed calls
and a feeling like sinking
through silt on a riverbank

half of me
disappears—
 

*

Rain pools 
on the highway,
beads down my windshield. 
Creek beds and riverbanks, 
full and brown,

spill over.

In the funeral home parking lot,
green leaves
decorate spindly branches
like garish ornaments.

It was too warm for March. 
My bare legs weren’t ready—

One morning I woke up,
and my mother did not. 
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*

In the middle of the night,
a deep, animal cry—
my father’s wailing  

I lay in bed, still as stone.

Her garden
statues toppled 
like a ruined city. 
How perilous
spring can be—. 

Tulip stems sprout
from bulbs she mailed
last winter. Mornings, 
they open their pink
and yellow mouths
like hungry birds.

*

One morning, I woke up—

When I go to the bridge, I find
only an empty nest—
white feathers sun-dried
like dandelion seeds
blowing into the river. 
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Love Darts 

The doctor makes a slit in my upper arm, digs out thin 
blood-covered rubber she holds between tweezers, and I lie 

on the papered table, sweaty and squirming—
the small, hormone-filled dart, gone. We talk options. 
She says she removes tubes all the time, three cuts: 
one in the belly button, two on each side of the stomach to pull them out, 

like worms through soil. At the grocery store, I stare at the condoms 
in the aisle across from frozen food—Ultra thin, Ribbed, Her Pleasure—
and leave without buying any. My cousin’s wife is on her third, a girl, 

after two boys. He doesn’t know what he’s in for. Outside 
my window, saucer magnolias push pink buds into warming air—
pointed velvet— and slugs inch up the wooden frames  
of the garden bed, their bodies shimmering in the sun. All night 

insects hum, Gypsobelum. I wake with salt on my tongue. 
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Copperhead

Kathy warns me of the copperheads,
says to watch the shadows at the edge
of my car before I step in. She knew a girl
who was bit twice this way. I look underneath

for snakes or a person, anything 
that could sink something sharp into me. 
They had a din under her porch, paid
a guy to come out and relocate the snakes,

but they know how to return to
the place they were born. The thing 
with copperheads is you won’t 
see them until right before you step

on them—their leaf-colored bodies
blending like pennies at the bottom
of a fountain. To wander off the trail 
is to ask for that coiled strike. One summer, 

I saw so many snakes I knew something 
bad was coming—change, a fall, a sudden 
collision with the ground. I leapt 
right over a copperhead and wasn’t bitten, later,
 
caught my toe on a rock and watched blood
pool in the dirt, white glint of tissue and bone. 
Sometimes fate comes back to bite us, a rubber
band snap. Sometimes I’m the one stretching 

that band to study its brittle ridges. Twice, 
in twenty-four hours, I’m right behind 
a wreck, which either makes me unlucky
or very lucky. A fire truck and an ambulance corner 
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my car. I turn down my stereo. Medics wheel a man 
on a gurney, his face bloodied from the shattered 
windshield, the air bag’s forceful contact. 
I call to say I’ll be late coming home—

that I’m coming home. The driver-side door hangs 
to the ground, scrapes pavement. 
What do numbers have to do with any of this? 
Trust me: it’s all luck. 
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Beheading 

Something is stripping the leaves off my lettuce, leaving 
only stalks in dirt, so I plant a border of Marigolds. 
Whatever eats them beheads them all overnight
but spares the green. A floral gorging, a fiery sacrifice— 
What does it mean to give up all this beauty? I want to bake 
in it, the full-blown sun of it. I stay all day on the front porch
through the heat, sweat beading until I can smell my ripe 
plant scent. The field is full of purples and green, overgrown 
and overflowing with flutter and buzz, hum of summer. 
August arrives in a flash— I don’t know if I long for eternal 
heat or relief. I don’t want to venture too close
to the sun, but I’m never ready for the days
to shrink down to nothing. I take the rain, and other things,
for granted. But not the sky, not the clouds, these blazing clouds—.
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This is the picture of my mother

that I keep coming back to. She’s only a few years 
older than I am now. It’s summer in Kentucky, 
and we’re standing on my aunt’s porch in matching 
outfits with seashells and fish. Her thin arms 
and legs bronze, her blonde hair teased 
and hair-sprayed, her smile wide as she holds
me against her hip, my arms and legs wrapped 

around her— She is beautiful.  

At the funeral home, she’s laid out in the off-white 
lace outfit and blue necklace with matching earrings 
we picked out for her the night before. My aunt 
has arranged her hair, etched pink lipstick 
onto her closed lips. Her chest is puffy,
her arms bent—too stiff, like hard plastic.
My father holds her hand, tells her she’s beautiful.

I do not touch her. 

I know they’ll burn all these things with her:
the quilt, the jewelry, the lipstick.
The necklace matched her eyes—
the blue of the inside of a flame.  At that house
in Kentucky, my cousin and I would stay 
all day in the pool, my mother in a lounge chair 
watching as we flipped and kicked. I’m tiny, white-blonde, 
belly poking out of a polka-dot swimsuit. Even then, 
I knew she would die one day, cried 
myself to sleep. But in this picture,
she’s still young, still alive,

 and the sky is a cloudless blue. 
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May in Appalachia 

The greening happens overnight: forest floor, covered in May 
apples—fronded umbrellas, with a single 

white flower tucked quietly beneath, ceilings of Sycamore 
and Beech. The air teems with pollen. Grass strobes, vibrates—

a frequency in my body that seizes the brightness, 
the sun-drenched way leaves glow. The way everyone I love 

is so far away, the way you’re walking through a blizzard 
while my legs sweat in rivulets. The sweetness of first

strawberries. On the edge of waking, I smell honeysuckle
 and bramble, last night’s rain. 

The mornings are slow to heat, a kettle on the verge 
of whistle, humid and heavy. Remember the fullness 

of the river. Remember the copperhead, nose raised 
to the sun. Cicadas begin their evening hum, jettison 

and ruckus. I am trying to be more patient. I am trying to quell 
the fever-pitch that rises in my throat each spring.

Blame it on the pollen, blame it on the endless daylight. 
 Sometimes I wonder if the mountains find the sky exhausting. 
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Cryptid 

for Drew 

Like cryptic, like mythic, I’m accused of being 
as enigmatic as Sasquatch, murky as Nessie, hidden 
in a forest in Canada or at the bottom 
of a lake, glimpsed only every hundred years or so,
the photos always too grainy to discern, a blur 

of scale, a dark shape behind a tree that the true believers cling 
to. But I am not myth, not god, not dead. 
I’m just under the surface. You’ll only see if you’re paying attention. 

Pay attention: I want you to learn to identify my shape, 
my scent, my moods. The way animals graze 
to match the heat of the day. Most days, I want to disappear 
beneath a rocky overhang or to a clearing of evergreens,
where only you can find me. In my dreams, we’re always underwater. In my dreams, 
I can breathe there, easy as air. I wake scaley and breathless.
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State Fair 

The boy operating the ride can’t be older 
than 16. The air smells of fried everything, thick 
smoke, and turkey legs. I grip 
the links, imagine the sudden snap—

picture myself flying over 
the Tilt-a-Whirl and the caterpillar kiddy coaster, over the lemon-shaped 

lemonade stand—fresh-squeezed and sugar-drenched,
over the redbluegreen Ferris wheel lights 

over the cars on the interstate,
the spent grass
over the house and the neighbor’s house,
the dogs that howl as I fly by, over 
the dive bar down the street, floors blackened 
from dancing and spilled beer, where I sang 
karaoke, where I fell 
on the sidewalk (the fine line on my elbow)
over the blue ridgeline 
purpling now in the sunset,
all the sunsets that never get old—

I’ll pick up speed as I go, 
clearing the trees in the valley, and I may never stop—

still strapped to the chair, legs dangling into the night.
This is not how I die—

If there is a god, it is this endless soaring. 
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They Can Smell It on You

At 5 a.m., I drive myself to the hospital. The dark emptiness of the roads at this hour is 
haunting. 

I dream of a field of yellow flowers punctuated by time. 

But how do you know, I ask my married friends. You don’t. 

Every winter, I worry that this will be the winter that kills me. 

You take your best guess, they tell me. 

This is why some people move to Florida. I can’t stand Florida.

I’m terrible at math, and my best guess is always a shot in the dark, a black hole, a 
geometry of disasters. 

My street is a dead end, and everyone gets lost.

Florida is the flattest state in the country. The tourists here are worried about the bears, 
but the alligators are what get me.  

Why is it no one from Florida can drive worth a damn? 

Statistically, you’re more likely to get attacked by a shark than an alligator. But alligator 
attacks are more deadly. 

Dead end. How tragic. 

They want to know where the post office is. I want to know who they’re mailing all these 
packages to.

I read that alligators can smell period blood from long distances. It’s recommended that 
menstruating women stay away from “high-alligator areas.” 

Sometimes I worry that if I go too long without kissing, I’ll forget how to kiss. 

I want to stop and take a picture of the wildflowers in the median, but I always miss my 
opportunity.

The thing I don’t want to do is keep doing a thing just to do it. 

My dinner is four olives and three beers. A metaphor for loneliness.
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The flowers were orange and red and purple. I should have taken a picture.

Do the thing that feels hardest, my friend says—she’s not married.

In middle school, girls practiced kissing on their hands. I don’t believe anyone did that. 

Now it’s winter and all the flowers are dead, so I book a flight to the Keys. 

Girls practiced on each other. 
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II
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Oracle, Oceanside 

Here, on the edge
of the ocean, the horizon seems 
attainable. The seagulls are desperate—
I can see it in their darting movements,
their hunger. I wake ravenous 
and let it dissipate, 
place an ordinary seashell
to my ear and listen. Nothing.  

What I’m looking for
 is some sort of assurance—
that I can breathe 
underwater, that I can fly
in a hot air balloon without
my knees buckling. These days,
when I try to remember the color
of your eyes, I think: tidepools.

I search for patterns 
in wind-blown sand like tea leaves
 in a cup. You tell me the dunes
of Lake Michigan sing, vibrating 
particles in G, release 
of energy. 

In my mind’s eye, I see you
there, across water so vast it insists
on oceanic. Saltless, landlocked, yet
no other shore in sight. You’re saying 
something I’m too far away to hear,
and I try to read your lips, but each
word gets caught in the air 
between us. 

If my dreams are prophecies, 
you’ll swim to this shore night
after night, where I find you 
and pull you  
to the surface. 
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I drove all day in the wrong direction

through seven states (if you count Delaware, its broad shallow 
waters and factory smoke, if you count West Virginia, jagged 
black rock cut by rapids, a blip of beauty and snow flurries). All
the sunshine in endless Virginia, field after identical field, wind 
that flung my car back and forth, my headache that wouldn’t 
subside no matter how many gas-station drinks I bought,
despite the Advil you brought me that morning. And all of this 
became what I didn’t say when I dropped you off at the station— 

I want to turn around and linger in last night’s doorway, to weigh 
you back down to these green valleys, the gray river (your eyes 
reflected back at me). In Tennessee, patches of orange flame 
light up the tree-lined hills, and smoke coats the air. My lips 
are raw for a day, all the way back to where I was. 

I call you to say here I am, there you are.  
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Apogee

I call you to say here I am, there you are. The supermoon 
is 222,089.3 miles from Earth, 

28, 911 miles closer than its apogee, and you’re 391 miles 
from me— but the moon seems close, right outside my window, 
as if I could reach for it in sleep and drape my arm 
over its creamy roundness. I should have memorized the shape 
and width of your back, the sensation of its slope. You say
you like my crevices best—the spaces between, 

caesura, dip of the hip, small of the back, nape 
of neck. Your body 
is the hard July rain against asphalt when the sun still lines the clouds, a back-lit gray. 

Nothing is more beautiful than the world pre-storm. Nothing 
is lonelier than the moon.  We call this one the Buck Moon. Each year, 

a buck sheds its antlers, and they come back larger, more luminous. 
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Hunger 

A buck shed his antlers and they came back larger. Years 
ago, a friend told me she didn’t want to be buried, 
that when she was ready, she would walk into the woods and wait
until she died of thirst or hunger, but thirst always comes first. 

We can starve for months and live. Can live for months and starve. 

How long would it take her to go this way? I tell my therapist I’m running 
on empty. Running for miles through the woods each day and not eating, 
not sleeping, the gas light in my car always on and I spent my last twenty

on sunflowers and heirloom tomatoes. How long do these bouts last? 

She wants to know if I was lonely as a child, if I write poems 
about loneliness, if my mother came to my games or threw me birthday 
parties. I tell her I ate cereal for dinner most nights, that I was fed, 
and surely that counts for something. That my mom died in her bed 
without meaning to. That hunger is too much 

like love, and once we begin, we can never get enough. 
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Perigee, July 
Swannanoa, NC 

Once we begin, we can never get enough: 
We’ve been three months apart and now, 
two weeks of sweat and sleep-lessness. 
The too hot room, the too thin mattress, 
the back of your truck, the patch of dirt between bamboo. 

The humidity that erupts into storm 
each afternoon. My body learns to get through 
the days on spare hours, coffee, hunger— your gravity. 

The way you cupped each frog
you found in your palm— so gently,
how they seemed to find you, to trust you, appeared 
in all the dimly lit corners, and how we shed our damp
clothes and slid into the river, like the water snake
that flashed under rock and watched our skin evaporate into the dark. 
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Hunter’s Moon, Tennessee 

We watch our skin evaporate into dark, 
like the steam off our hair. Nothing in the sky
but the full moon and Jupiter, bright white.
We track its rise above the trees, its weight.

When I go weeks without you, I remember
what I gather now— smooth surface 
of your body, like sun reflected on water, 
your eyes, glacial. And mine—moss 
on a waterfall, the slick rock, bruised 
knees. The mountains: lavender. The moon: 

ochre. Your voice: maroon. Not something I can eat, 
but something I crave I wake 
and curl into you. Below us, leaves swirl 
in the river’s eddies like tired moths around light. 
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Liminal

Below us, leaves swirl in the river’s eddies. 
I have been an in between thing 
for so long now, a meeting in my middle, 
a charting of states. I triangulate 
our coordinates. I memorize the wind and name 
its variants. When fall rebounds halfway back, the air
is a yellow temperature. Each night in Tennessee, 

I heard ghosts knocking. They rolled around 
on the roof, scraped against the bedroom 
walls. I dreamed they communicated with me 
in code: an arrangement of objects. 
I’ve told you I don’t want to believe 
in ghosts, but they insist. You tell me they 
followed you home, clinging to your body. 
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For the Record 

Parts of me are dented:
the chip in my front tooth—less of a chip 
and more of a curve, a slope in the rock, 

shaped by water. The scar on my arm, mottled white 
and brown like sinking into sand—a shark bite (the lie I tell)

You say I’ve been fighting in my sleep—
unconscious kicks and punches, your shoulders
 bruised a fluorescent yellow, tender 

fruit that fades slowly in my absence 

In my dream, you are feral, 
and I am the savior. I carry you uphill, draped 
over my shoulder, your injured foot 

swaying and boneless—

Downtown, a man tosses 
a record at a tree, picks it up, 
tosses. It’s the repetition that interests me. 

Google, 
Is seeing snakes good luck?
Can spiders come back to life?
Why do bees twerk?
Can two people have the same dream?

I didn’t mean to bite down so hard, for the record
Have never slept so little, for the record

I miss you, for the record

We are all shrapnel in an open wound 
slam of glass against bone that sweet sting in the belly
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Hollow Body   

Nine months later, and my father still sleeps on his side 

of the bed. On the other side, a barricade of decorative pillows  

so the little white dog (who thank god still hangs on) won’t fall 

in the night if he has a seizure. Every time I’m over he asks, 

Have you seen what I rigged up?  

He eats a bowl of blueberries for dinner, heats up pot roast 

for the dog. A friend tells me her husband insisted they rotate 

the mattress, change sides every few months, but she wouldn’t sleep  

in his depression. I try not to say the word alone

when I fall asleep—the echoing infinity of “o” 

as my mouth moves around

the sound.  I gravitate to the right side of the bed, 

like chickens returning to the same roost, 

night after night, the way my tongue runs over 

the smooth pink recess where a tooth 

used to be. I turn back only that side, leave 

the rest of the bed made. Tree cavities form 

much the same as the ones in our mouths: 

water, bacteria. A carved-out habitat—

the comfort in what’s missing is knowing 

we’re still here. What is this absence if not need? 
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III
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This is Not an Origin Story 

The day after what would have been my mother’s 69th birthday, 
I got my tubes tied.  When they say tied, what they mean 
is clamped—dual metal clips on each side, beneath slits. 
Not so gentle as tied. They ask who will be there 
to pick me up afterwards. I can’t say her. Afterwards, I’m 
groggy and sore and barely able to dress myself. My belly 
scared and swollen like hers was when they sliced 
her open and pulled me out. When I was pregnant, for seven-

and- a-half-weeks, I drank every night. I craved only mango-flavored
things. I threw up every morning. I threw up in the sink 
at work and told no one. I didn’t tell my mother. At the clinic,
among all the couples, a teenage girl and her mom. The girl, 
crying. I throw up that night in a friend’s sink. I wake up
the next afternoon on her bed, bleeding through my clothes. 
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Ghost Marriage 

My father calls to tell me he’s seeing someone— 
a woman, not a ghost, though the phrasing 

makes me wonder. (We can feel ghosts, too.) 
I have dreams I can’t tell you about, 

because they would scare you. By you,
I mean the specific, singular you. By scare, 

I mean you might think I’m in love with you. 
My mother is in one, so casually

alive that I don’t notice until I wake. 
My friend says this really means something.

(What does it mean?) Shuffle the deck, read the charts. 
It’s a full moon, again, and I’m inconsolable. I’ve always 

thought veils made women into ghosts— 
(a disappearing act, a headless figure.) 

I don’t even know this woman’s name, but I tell my dad 
I’m happy for him, and I mean it. I want to tell you 

I’ve never seen a ghost, 
but I can’t lie to you. What it feels like

is water trapped under an ice sheet. There aren’t always
handprints, isn’t always a fog of breath. I knew 

it was a dream because I was wearing 
white and my mother was late. It’s not 

that I interpret dreams literally. But I want to warn you— 
sometimes the figurative haunts us. 
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When My Body is Not My Own

These are the rules: No lifting over 10 lbs. for two weeks (this includes dog food, cat 
litter, garbage bags, 12-packs, children). No sex. No tampons. No soaking in water. No 
vigorous activity. Sitting up hurts. I can’t wear pants. I don’t know when I can run again. 

But these are the rules: No abortions after twelve weeks. No abortions if you’re raped. 
No abortions. My left side is bruised deep purple, like the inside of a man o’ war, 
tentacles
ready for the sting. My body is now my own and not my own. There’s always a man 
in charge of the rules. There’s always a man with a sheet of paper who doesn’t know 
anything about what it’s like. To be inside of my body. To be afraid to run alone. To wait 
every month for a drop of blood. 
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Tender Headed

Each night after bath time,
my mother layered pink sponge
curlers against my scalp to mold 
my stick-straight blonde hair

while we watched the Olson twins
on TV. The feel of sponge squeezed 
between my small fingers—squishy &
rough. I handed them over one

by one as she twirled, spun
them until I was decorated 
like a wedding cake. Aren’t
they darling, she’d say 

about the twins and their dimpled
smiles. In bed, I’d angle my neck,
toss my pillow aside and try
to get comfortable. The hard plastic

grated against my scalp. 
Tender headed my mom 
said as she yanked out tangles
with the brush. Better than

tender hearted. 
In school pictures, I smile, 
poised against blue backdrops,
pig-tailed blonde ringlets topped

with a bow the size of my face—
 one to match every outfit.
Years later, she would turn
the ends under with a curling iron,

hairspray me in hopes it would hold.
By lunch, my hair hung
limp. At thirteen, I dyed it
rainbow with food coloring,

in high school box-red—anything
to cover the glossy blonde, 
got a perm, an asymmetrical cut,
later, bangs. When I came to visit
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with a new cut or color, I learned 
the meaning of her silent stares. 
Her mouth, like those curlers, 
hinged open then closed—

snap—like a trap. 
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Strawberry Supermoon in Sagittarius 

I dream of the moon 
cut in half and oozing fluorescence. 
I’m covered in it, glowing golden and I grab a string
that leads to the sky until I’m inside the moon. 

            *

Tanya appears like a shadow
through the quiet grass, warns me to stay away
from the road, where a white van 
is snatching women. Got any cigs?
Haven’t had one in 16 hours. She 
shows me her switchblade, 
how she carries it, and I’m not afraid 
of her, but I know all I have is a notebook, 
a jar with one sip of wine 
left in the bottom, the light of the moon. 

*

I confess I don’t notice
you each night—am too tired,
too busy to look up. That sometimes
when I see you at your best, I’m driving
home on the interstate while you dodge
behind tall pines, huge and perfectly 
round like the Neco wafers my dad 
kept in his truck— 
chalky sweetness
like fruit pretending to be 
fruit on a tree. 

*
Last Christmas Eve, I climbed to the top
of the dam to see the planetary alignment, 
a red dot above a white dot, distant and unimpressive—
I was a girl on a hill on a planet under a planet who didn’t 
know shit about the moon.

*
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How do I explain to you my need to run free 
and to stay are equal? A Sag sun Cancer moon
means a conflict of want and need, a tension
of comfort and what if. I don’t want to be
a creature that hides from goodness,
yet I can’t help but follow the moon. 

*

One September night, years ago, 
I saw a panther. No one believes me,
but I’m sure of the sleek dark shape of it,
the way its eyes, glowing under the brush,
tracked my movement before it crossed 
the road in front of me. I didn’t know if I should
freeze or run, so I ran, and when I looked back,
its yellow eyes grew distant as the moon. 

             
*

Which brings me to this field
where the August sky is so cloudy 
I can’t see the last
Supermoon of the year. It’s a summer 
thing, to glow so bright you might
explode, to be so big and look so close
but always be just beyond reach—

abundance, ripeness, beauty that won’t 
last. Everything amplified. “You’re so far”
becomes “what if I never see you again?” 
and even when I know it’s not true, 
the moon makes it so. Blame it 
on the moon. 
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Why We Should Have Had Sex on Top of Double Arch 

Because up here, on this narrow strip of rock, we can see 
every leaf and cliff edge in the gorge. Because 

even what grows out of these ledges tries to make 
 something, to take root. Sweat-soaked

in Kentucky humidity, legs heavy from stairs and more stairs, I lean
into you. The clouds give way to evening, sun-spliced, 

white and dark, the last sweet dregs of summer. Because each side drops 
hundreds of feet, green into nothing—

and though I have a fear of heights, I would arch my back against 
the smooth surface where so many have carved out their presence 

A+A DB  LJ 
your weight on me so I could not fall, so when 

you drive back home to Indiana, you can remember
 the curve of my hip against stone, the texture of my breath against clouds. 
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Voicemailbox is Full 

Last night you called,
 but I don’t remember

what you said—
I was too busy scrubbing paint 

off the white walls,
too busy dreaming 

other dreams to listen to the dead. 
I have your voicemails saved—

clips of “Happy Birthday” of “call me back
when you can” of “I haven’t heard

from you in a while.” The living
forget to say what it is we mean. 

What I mean to say is a bee hovered
so close above my forearm that I felt

all the tiny hairs blown over like grass
beneath a helicopter. What I mean 

to say is I wish I’d sent a picture 
of the cherry blossom in my yard 

so you could see it blooming—
all the tiny pale pink flowers 

opening their faces to the sun. 
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Mulder & Scully & the Monster of the Week 

I want to be level-headed, red-headed, there-must-be-a-logical-
explanation, hand-on-the-scalpel-without-flinching, but I’m fixated 
on the past, screaming at the sky about aliens, chasing ghosts 
that aren’t there. Let’s not reduce it to logic vs. blind belief, 
science vs. romance, though we know, like Mulder, I’m
prone to disappear into the forest, call it a hunch. I never 
had a sister to lose, but I know there’s something out there. If 
we search the desert hard enough, if we accumulate sorrow 
like wreckage in a paper bag, what does all of this add up to?  
The trouble with binaries is the trouble of being a woman 
in a man’s world, of being a woman in the world. 
Sometimes there are monsters who are men and men 
who are monsters. The latter is the most terrifying. 
This week, we learn that even Scully breaks open sometimes. 
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Slow Pitch 

I tell my dad I want to play softball, and because we can relate on so little else—not god, 
not politics, not football— we find a bat and a ball in the garage, and he uses his left-
handed glove, and we drive to a field where the sun is wholesale hot, and he slow-pitches 
to me over and over. Use your whole body, he says. And, you’re just using your arms. 
And, coil and strike, like a snake. I do and I do. I get better. I hit and hear the satisfying 
crack of it. The balls fly mostly left, and when it’s a good one, he says so. And when 
it goes out of field, he climbs down into the tall grass ditch to find it, and he doesn’t 
complain. He’s 70 now and alone. He wears a sunhat to keep the Georgia-June sun off 
his Midwestern skin, sun-spotted and freckled. My dad, growing thinner with loss, in 
the new shorts he’s bought himself, the only ones that fit. In his tee-shirt and high white 
socks. His face that looks so much older that it did last year. But right now, he isn’t lost 
in some distant thought. He’s here collecting all four bright yellow softballs into a pile 
and pitching and pitching for hours. My hands feel bruised and raw where the bat rubs 
against my unaccustomed skin, but I keep swinging anyway, keep sweating in this open 
field, twisting my body and focusing on each pitch. How he smiles when I hit—a kid, 
almost, for a second. How he tells all his friends that evening, smiling, she’s a natural. 
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Drought 

There are mornings 
I am so certain
I can do anything
the world a sky flung
open
everything falls
into place 
a friend pays for my coffee
when I’m dead 
broke
without me having to 
say so
how is it the universe knows
to take care of us 
sometimes?

the tips of the maple 
red faded into green, still
so much green
how do I reconcile 
all of this desire?
I thought wild 
was a summer thing

I thought I could 
dive into you like
a lake
climb back onto
the dock and dry off
I thought once 
was enough to cool
the sizzle of my skin
the way the morning
fog burns
off, gives way
to crisp blue

    It would be
like rain

giving up water. 


